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Series Editor’s Note

Perhaps the most profound change in the delivery of neurosurgical health care in the last ten years represents the rapid incorporation of endovascular techniques into the armamentarium of options for neurosurgical patients with cerebrovascular and spinal disease. Based on the histological principles of intravascular localization begun by the neurologist, Egas Moniz, in Portugal in the late 1920’s, and pursued by both neurosurgeons, radiologists and neurologists over the ensuing 80+ years, the ability to perform miracles from within the blood vessels has now become a reality. The myriad of applications ranges from treatment of acute strokes (‘brain attack’, a condition with much greater morbidity than heart attack), aneurysm management, carotid occlusive disease, adjuvant tumor embolization prior to planned surgical excision, management for arteriovenous malformations, and now the insertion of stents, coils, and adhesive agents. By partnering with industry, we see the examples of this remarkable trend in minimally invasive (or as the series editors prefer ‘minimally intrusive’) options. We see a concomitant reduction in hospital stays, lessening of hospital costs, reduced morbidity, and increasingly better outcomes. Stroke is no longer an event with severe long term repercussions, it represents instead an opportunity to emergently intervene to keep the blood vessel open, restore cerebral blood flow function, and maintain quality of life. These technologies continue to mature and to progress. The enclosed volume represents a state of the art summary of current techniques, and also provides glimpses of the future. Pioneers in the usage of these technologies have preceded this work. I hope that the knowledge contained in this book will spur the next generation onto even greater achievements. All of us, the present and the
future generation, needs to become educated in these techniques, as the world of brain and spinal surgery matures, grows, and transforms.

L. Dade Lunsford, MD
Foreword

Many surgical subspecialties over the past decades have moved towards what has been termed minimally invasive approaches to traditionally open procedures. Endoscopy comes to mind whenever one considers this trend as it has either revolutionized or has begun to revolutionize General Surgery, Otolaryngology, Urology, Neurosurgery, and Cardiothoracic Surgery. Endovascular surgical procedures first drastically altered the surgical landscape as they pertained to coronary bypass and are now providing alternatives for repair of other cardiac and vascular anomalies such as septal defects, peripheral arterial occlusions and stenoses, peripheral aneurysms, and carotid disease. With the advent of improved technology and smaller maneuverable devices more delicate procedures have been developed such as those to occlude cerebral aneurysms, occlude arteriovenous malformations, eliminate blood supply to tumors, and treat extracranial and intracranial arterial stenoses. However, because all of these procedures carry risk and are ultimately as invasive as open surgical procedures we prefer to use the term minimally intrusive surgery for those endovascular procedures that are discussed in the coming chapters. These procedures gain access to the target lesion without disrupting or destroying surrounding tissues such as skin, muscle, bone, and brain. As a result pain is minimized and recovery is ideally facilitated and shortened.

The purpose of this text is to discuss the most common neuroendovascular procedures currently practiced. Less commonly performed procedures such as intra-arterial chemotherapy and sclerotherapy have been omitted not because we consider them unimportant but because space was limited. We hope that the
readers find this book to be a useful resource when investigating the most frequently conducted endovascular procedures.

We would like to thank the many chapter authors for their contributions and encourage all entering this field to expand the horizons as this field is limited only by our imaginations and the abilities of talented engineers.

_Michael B. Horowitz, MD_
_Elad I. Levy, MD_